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1 Executive Summary  

(1) This report is a discussion document outlining the practicalities of using higher bit 
rate radios in the existing scanning telemetry band. 

(2) This report concludes that: 

 It is unlikely that modulation higher than 4 state modulation can be used 
'universally' as a 'plug in replacement' for existing scanning telemetry, 
analogue, or first generation digital radio systems, using current OFW49 
assignment criteria. 

(3) This report recommends that: 

 Recommendations to change OFW49 in line with latest ETSI spec should 
be raised at FWILF with OFCOM. 

 More dedicated spectrum should be sought to accommodate higher bit rate 
radio systems not necessarily restricted to a 12.5 KHz channel spacing. 
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2 History: MPT1411 to OFW49 plus ETSI 

(4) MPT1411 was introduced to bring point to multipoint (P-MP) fixed systems 
together in a dedicated band as mixing services with different link budgets can 
be problematic.  It should be noted from the outset that most other countries 
assign P-MP systems in general private mobile radio spectrum without any 
recognition of the different characteristics of fixed services compared to mobile. 

(5) Prior to the opening up of the MPT1411 band, P-MP systems in the UK had also 
been assigned in various disparate bands along with other services.  Mobile and 
fixed services are not good neighbours . When OFCOM withdrew fixed (point to 
point) P-P links from 400 MHz UHF bands completely, they moved them to the 
1.5 GHz band. 

(6) MPT 1411 defined the technical requirements, assignment criteria and aerial 
parameters for fixed P-MP systems. 

(7) The new band consisted of 80 x 12.5 kHz duplex channels, base transmit was 
defined as 457.5 to 458.5 MHz. Base receive was 5.5 MHz offset and allocated 
between 463 and 464 MHz. 

(8) The band was divided between Gas (24 channels), Electricity (24 channels) and 
Water (24 channels); with 8 channels for other users. 

(9) The 'original' assignment criteria did not have a specific cell plan. 

(10) At the time all allocations were mandated as analogue, angle modulated 
(Phase/Frequency modulated). 

(11) The wanted signal was based on a ITU recommendation for high quality radio 
systems (-92 dBm). 

(12) The unwanted signal was based on capture ratio for narrow band P/FM systems, 
plus allowances for fast and slow fading.  It was intended to produce an 
availability approaching 99.9%. 

(13) The unfaded W/U ratio was originally 26 dB, this was later reduced to 22 dB as it 
was considered that fixed services did not require a large fast fading allowance. 

(14) The maximum power allowed was 10W, the maximum EIRP + 24 dBW, the 
maximum path loss 143 dB and the maximum end to end circuit loss 134 dB. 

(15) The receiver sensitivity specification was -94 dBm for 27 dB S-N unweighted; no 
co channel rejection was quoted, and neither was any intermodulation figure for 
either transmitter or receiver. 

(16) Aerial parameters were mandated, the standard outstation antenna parameters 
were such that a 12 element yagi antenna was required.  Lesser aerials could be 
used but they would be limited to 1 watt EIRP and could not be included for 
calculating scanner assignment power. 

(17) The return assignment criteria was such that all outstation powers should be 
assigned for a unfaded signal input into the scanner of -92 dBm.  There was an 
additional allowance for dual scanners utilising a single aerial of 5 dB which 
allowed for a passive splitter and cabling on the receive path. 

(18) The forward assignment criteria was initially based on 90% of the average 
outstation path loss per scanner.  This was later modified to mean path loss 
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+ 1.6x standard deviation for a unfaded wanted signal of -92 dBm using end to 
end circuit loss. 

(19) The link budget (discussed further in the next section) is effectively; wanted 
signal -92 dBm, unwanted signal -114 dBm and a non faded W/U ratio of 22 dB. 

(20) Later a cell plan was added. It was based on a 12 channel cell plan.  The cells 
are hexagonal with 25 km radius to the points.  This gives worst case 150 km 
between cell centres which means 2 prime frequencies per utility per cell were 
available. 

(21) Later non adjacent cells were allowed. This allowed reuse closer than the prime 
cell 150 km reuse.  Assignments in non adjacent cells could be utilised providing 
the basic assignment criteria was maintained allowing far more assignments to 
be made but relied on strict adherement to the assignment criteria to avoid 
interference. 

(22) The cell plan was designed such that in cell and non adjacent cells are not 
adjacent channel (apart from G cell which may have been an oversight). 

(23) Note also that adjacent channels were never coordinated. 

(24) 6¼ kHz (1/2 chan) offset channels were allowed in the adaptive cellular plan.  
However in JRC’s opinion, these are counterproductive with the use of non-
adjacent channels.  There is very little gain when using digital modulation. 

(25) Thus, JRC no longer assigns offset channels. 

(26) The original MPT 1411 specification was withdrawn when national specifications 
had to be aligned to with European Standards.  MPT1411was thus replaced by 
ETSI RF specs, (300 086-2/300 113-2) supplemented by VNS (Voluntary 
National Standard) 2111 that replaced part 1 and part 2 of MPT 1411.  The 
assignment criteria became RA 375 and eventually OFW 49. 

(27) Digital systems were allowed based on the then ETSI 300 113-2 providing they 
could exist within the original MPT 1411 link budget.  These have generally been 
9.6 kb/s frequency shift systems that should work in the link budget. 

(28) ETSI 300113 has been updated over the years to accommodate modified 
receiver sensitivity and co channel rejection to allow for higher data rates/ 
modulation systems. 

(29) ETSI RF specifications contain both essential and non-essential requirements.  
Apart from spurious responses, receiver parameters were the main significant 
omission from the essential requirements of ETSI 300 086 and ETSI 300 113.  

(30) Recently VNS 2111 has been withdrawn and the criteria is now based on ETSI 
300 113 with additions to OFW49. 

(31) ETSI 300 113 has been further revised to accommodate the obligations imposed 
by the new Radio Equipment Directive (RED) which introduces mandatory 
receiver specifications.  In addition receiver adjacent channel rejection has been 
relaxed to allow for higher data rates. 

(32) Although originally assignments were undertaken by OFCOM, the responsibility 
was handed to JRC and the water equivalent on the strict proviso that the 
assignment criteria and technical standards are adhered to. 

(33) The important dates can be seen in the following table. 
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Table 2.1: MPT 1411 history. 

1985 Issue 1 (parts 1 and 2) 

1989 Issue 2 Added the ACP 

1992 Issue3 Added parts 3 & 4, replaced 10% rule with 1.6xSD+mean, added non adjacent cells and interleaved channels. 

1994 Issue3 Revision 1 added interference amelioration technique 

2001     IR2037, VNS2111, RA375, RA386 

2004   OFW49 replaces RA375 

2016 Withdrawal Withdrawal of VNS2111. 
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3 Link Budgets and Assignment criteria. 

(34) Basic current OFW 49 criteria: 

 Unfaded wanted signal  -92 dBm. 

 Interference + Noise 99.9% time =<-114 dBm 

 Unfaded W/U ratio   22 dB 

 Maximum path loss    143 dB 

 Maximum end to end circuit loss 134 dB 

(35) The forward link is determined by the mean + 1.6x standard deviation of the end 
to end circuit loss all stations in the scanning group for a receive signal of -92 
dBm.  Cconsequently most outstations will be receiving signals above the -92 
dBm level. 

(36) The return link is assigned such that for a normal system -92 dBm arrives at the 
scanner input.  There is a override that states the EIRP of the outstation does not 
need to be lower than -20 dBW EIRP.  

(37) There is a additional 5 dB allowance for a hot standby system working with a 
single aerial to allow for a passive splitter on the receive path.  There is however 
in addition 5 dB I+N (interference + noise) allowed maintaining the C/I+N (carrier-
to-interference plus noise) at 22 dB. 

(38) On the return leg, generally most signals arrive at -92 dBm under normal 
conditions. This is not the ideal situation to allow dynamic modulation/error 
correction to effectively operate and potentially increase the baud rate within the 
existing link budget. 

(39) Utility systems are generally upload concentric from a traffic perspective, 
consequently this is the critical path. 

(40) The assignment criteria is I+N limited, not laboratory sensitivity with respect to 
thermal noise limited, in addition common sites are generally getting noisier. 

(41) Consequently -114 dBm I+N with a co channel rejection of 12 dB gives a worst 
case signal of -102 dBm  The equipment has to have a ETSI sensitivity 3 dB 
better than this and co channel rejection equal or better than quoted above to 
meet the link budget. 

(42) To this is added a 10 dB fade margin giving a wanted signal of -92 dBm. 

(43) The fade margin, using this method, generally accommodates path lengths of up 
to 30 km long: shorter links require less and longer links more. 

(44) The unfaded C/I+N as stated is 22 dB. 

(45) JRC has been assigning links to this criteria for many years.  However, telemetry 
systems have been increasing in numbers and consequently there are more 
assignments on non-adjacent channels as systems have been packed ever more 
tightly into the band.  In addition cross polar discrimination is used to increase 
the packing density even more.  As a result, there is less and less headroom on 
the required 22 dB C/I+N ratio as more assignments are added to the system.  

(46) It should also be noted; generally, closer reuse will result in there being less 
difference between the 0.1% and 50% of time co channel interference levels. 
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(47) There is an overall maximum path loss of 143 dB allowed.  Although paths over 
143dB can be assigned the EIRP is limited for 143 dB loss. 

(48) Considering a current ‘typical’ system. 

 Scanner max power +37 dBm (5W). 

 Scanner feeder/other losses 3 dB. 

 Ariel gain 8 dBi VP 5 dBi HP. 

 Scanner EIRP 12 dBW VP 9 dBW HP. 

 Outstation aerial gain 14 dBi. 

 Outstation feeder/other loss 2 dB. 

 Outstation max power +37 dBm (5W). 

 Outstation EIRP 19 dBW (5 dB below maximum permitted) 

(49) Using the above ‘conservative’ criteria 143 dB path loss can just be achieved in 
the case of horizontal polarisation (HP) with only 3 dB headroom for vertical 
polarisation (VP) for an unfaded signal of -92 dbm.  However -87 dBm on the 
return path for a duplicated single aerial system as defined in OFW 49 could not 
be achieved.  The EECL for the above is 126/129 dB, within the 134dB allowed. 

(50) It should be noted that there are many assignments already on or above this 
limit. 

(51) As the cell plan was designed for non-adjacent channel working in cell, then 
concatenating channels to achieve larger channel widths (even if it was allowed) 
is not feasible. 
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4 Increasing system data throughput. 

(52) Point to multi point radio systems although fixed, are loaded differently from point 
to point systems. 

(53) The capacity is determined by the aggregate load of all stations in the scanning 
group. 

(54) Telemetry is quoted as a near real time data system: how close to real time is 
determined by the total load of the system at any instance of time. 

(55) This is generally affected by: number of stations in group, polling rate, protocol, 
amount of data returned, link establishment time, data overhead, if full duplex or 
half duplex, amount of retries, baud rate and error correction. 

(56) Generally speaking response time can be improved by increasing baud rate or 
reducing numbers of stations scanned in a group. 

(57) Reducing the numbers of stations scanned would require more frequencies 
which are in short supply, or sectoring the site using directional aerials. 

(58) At present, systems deployed are generally analogue 1.2/2.4 kb/sec or first 
generation digital (4FSK or GMSK) at 9.6 kb/sec.  Generally error correction is 
not used.  Both of these systems should be able to exist in the OFW49 link 
budget. 

(59) Recently equipment has been introduced to the market with high symbol rates 
and multi level modulation. 

(60) As it stands JRC are obligated by OFCOM to adhere to technical standards and 
link budgets in this spectrum. 

(61) If JRC buy national channels with JRC undertaking assignment, it is theoretically 
possible for JRC to deploy systems on a technology neutral basis providing they 
do not interfere outside the channel and intersystem coordinate. 

(62) If OFCOM modifies OFW 49 to align with the latest version of ETSI 300-113, it 
would be possible to introduce higher level modulation.  However, that is not the 
only problem of deploying higher modulation systems.  Another problem is 
coexistence with existing systems already in the band.  This means higher bit 
rate systems may not be a plug in replacement for existing systems as some 
sites only just make the existing link budget. 

(63) As the existing coordination is I+N limited, the base I+N must stay the same 
consequently the only way to increase the link budget is to increase the power.  
This has two limitations. 

 It may not coordinate with existing systems at higher power,  

 The new equipment may not be able to operate at the power required. 

(64) However if OFW49 was modified; the outstations with less than the maximum 
EECL  of the group, could potentially operate at higher level, even if the scanner 
and worst case outstation remained at the same power level due to the 
limitations quoted above, This would increase the overall capacity of the system 
and improve spectral efficiency without degrading existing co channel systems, 
subject to outstation coordination of course. 

(65) It should also be noted that higher level modulations can produce a higher Peak 
Envelope Power (PEP) for the same average power.  The net result of this is that 
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for a given power amplifier rating, the PEP stays the same but the average 
power drops. 

(66) Below is a table showing the link requirements for different baud rates using 
ETSI specs. 

Table 4.1: Link budget using ETSI specs. 

Spec 
Baud 
kb/s 

Sens dBm 
10^-2 

OFW49 
 I+N dB 

Co chan 
dB 

Faded  
Sig dBm 

Sensitivity  
Hroom dB 

Unfaded  
Signal dBm 

C-I ratio 
dB 

Diff OFW 49 
dB 

300/086-2 N/A  -107 -114 12 -102 2 -92 22 0 

300/113-2 9.6 -110 -114 12 -102 5 -92 22 0 

300/113 2016-09 9.6 -110 -114 12 -102 5 -92 22 0 

300/113 2016-09 16 -105 -114 17 -97 5 -87 27 5 

300/113 2016-09 38.4 -98 -114 24 -90 5 -80 34 12 

300/113 2016-09 >38.4 -93 -114 29 -85 5 -75 39 17 

 
(67) As can be seen in the table the power required for the highest bit rate is 17 dB 

higher than at present. 
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5 OFW 49 requested changes. 

(68) JRC would suggest the title could be changed as new equipment and a large 
percentage of that deployed is narrow band digital modulated. 

(69) JRC request that the un-faded (normal) wanted signal level and C-I ratio in 
OFW49 is modified in line with the latest ETSI spec as in table 4.1. 

(70) The single aerial protected terminal receive level would be 5 dB higher in all 
instances. 

(71) All other parameters, unwanted signal for 99.9% of time, max 'eecl', max path 
loss, max RF power, max EIRP can stay the same as does the assignment 
method. 

(72) JRC would propose rating the outstations as class 1 to 4.  

 1.-. being as now -92 dBm normal receive 22 dB C-I+N,  

 2 - 5 dB higher normal wanted receive level/C-I+N. 

 3 -.12 dB higher normal wanted receive level/C-I+N . 

 4 -.17 dB higher normal wanted receive level/C-I+N. 

5.1 Actual changes to document suggested.. 

(73) There would probably need to be an extra paragraph in section 2 outlining the 
modified carrier to interference level and class levels. 

(74) Section 4.3 introduce a table of C/I ratios and normal wanted signals for the 
different classes, replace 22 dB with see table x. 

(75) The parameter table in section 4.8 would need -117 dBW and -122 dBW 
replaced with see table x. 

(76) The text in section 4 10 1 would need references to -117 dBW and -122 dBW 
replaced with see table x. 

(77) The figures in the block diagrams would need to be replaced with see table x. 

(78) Section 5.4 'a C-I ratio of 22 dB'  replace  with the desired C-I ratio see table x. 

(79) Section 6 may need to be revisited as the interference has changed and is no 
longer analogue cellular. The reference to -103 dBm may want to be changed to 
an increase of 19 dB. However with a potential increase of 17 dB being 
requested it is unlikely this can be achieved. 
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